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>> Hit a hole—in—one by saying “I do” to the relaxing atmosphere & rich history of Manchester Country Club.
Course Classiness: Accented by manicured lawns and a stunning white-pillared estate, Manchester Country Club creates a backdrop
of elegance and upscale flair. Fresh renovations will offer spectacular
new wedding spaces by the spring of 2013, including an open-air terrace,
covered patio, redesigned bridal suite, and a new conference center
with roof deck.
Ceremony Options: With its expansive golf course offering an
array of locations in which to walk down the aisle, Manchester Country
Club is the perfect place to complement your beautiful love story. Primp
to perfection in a private wedding suite before sharing a photo session
in the bridal garden, surrounded by striking views of the grounds.
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Reception Options: Choose from three indoor spaces fit for celebrations large and small to host a fete befitting your style. Dance the
night away amid the classic decor and warmth of two fireplaces in the
Ballroom, or entertain an intimate affair in the Candlelight or Manchester
rooms. Enjoy the coziness of a winter wedding on the four-season porch
overlooking the golf course.
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Property perks: Catering + 161-acre golf course + 1,200 -square-foot stone veranda
+ 5,000-square-foot ballroom + tented locale

>> Casual sophistication & great camp charm make Mountain View Grand Resort a winsome peak—side locale.

resort details

Name: mountain view grand resort & spa
Location: whitefield, nh
Services: accommodations +

reception sites + on-site coordinator
Website: mountainviewgrand.com

Adventuresome Elegance: Channeling the White Mountains distinctive character since
1865, Mountain View Grand Resort & Spa is truly one of America’s landmark hotels. Surrounded
by views of fifty-seven peaks and 1,300 wooded acres, this timeless storybook setting offers ample
opportunity for adventure including cross-country skiing, sledding, sleigh rides, and more.
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accommodations: Cozy up in one of the
resort’s 145 rooms, which include varieties of
both classic guest rooms and luxury suites, all of
which provide incredible views of nearby mountain ranges. Melt your stress away with a visit to
the Tower Spa, high in the Colonial Revival-style
observation tower, and indulge in more than
sixty spa services.

*

with expansive grounds, highland
vistas & countless activities, mountain
view grand resort & spa will help you host
a relaxing yet exciting wedding weekend.
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Reception Options: With several different
venues, many of which double as ceremony
sites, couples can host a celebration of any size
with ease. Indoors, the Presidential and Crystal
Ballrooms and the Club House accommodate
135, 275, and sixty people, respectively. Outdoors, the Presidential Promenade is the ideal
location for a cocktail hour on the estate lawn.
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